MWLUG 2016
Defining the Art of Collaboration
August 17-19, 2016
Four Seasons, Austin, TX
Welcome Attendees to
Midwest Lotus User Group Conference 2016 - Defining the Art of Collaboration

Here you will have the opportunity to exchange knowledge and compare experiences with other colleagues in the industry. Through workshops and technical sessions, you will expand your knowledge of Social Business and Collaboration solutions.

Our goal is to build a community where IBM professionals can enhance their knowledge and skills through collaboration and networking. We hope the collaboration will continue beyond the three days of this conference and become a permanent source of information, knowledge, and best practices that can help you enhance your business. After the conference, become part of the Midwest Area Lotus User Group LinkedIn, Twitter, and Facebook community. Also, learn more about our community members through our MWLUG YouTube Channel.

Over the next three days, you will experience a wide range of business and technical sessions about Social Business and Collaboration covering application development, administration, social collaboration, and business cases and strategy. Your hard work will be rewarded with fun activities, including a networking event at Zilker Brewing Company on Thursday evening. We hope you take full advantage of all the activities this conference offers.

This conference is made possible by the generosity of all the MWLUG 2016 sponsors and exhibitors. MWLUG is the result of the dedication and collaboration of IT professionals. These people have donated their time and resources to make this event possible. We are deeply grateful to them and thank them for their efforts. In addition, we would like to thank the IBM Business Partners and the staff at IBM for their support and contributions.
MWLUG 2016 Opening General Session Speakers

Christine Albert

Christine Albert is an Austin, Texas based singer-songwriter, studio owner and Founder & CEO of Swan Songs, a non-profit that fulfills musical last wishes. Christine is also the Immediate Past Chair of the Board of Trustees of the Recording Academy (known for the GRAMMY ® Awards) - the first independent artist and only the second woman to hold this esteemed position.

She has released 12 independent CDs as a solo artist and as part of the Folk/Americana duo “Albert and Gage” with her husband, Chris Gage. 3rd Coast Music noted that Christine has “one of the best and purest female voices in Austin”. She is well known in Texas for a series of beloved and critically acclaimed albums of Franco-Lone Star fusion entitled “Texasfrance.”

Ms. Albert has appeared on “Austin City Limits,” was awarded “Female Vocalist of the Year” by the Kerrville Folk Festival Music Awards and is co-founder of the Austin Songwriters Group. She is host of “Mystery Monday” a gathering of Austin’s musical luminaries that has evolved into one of the most popular weekly residencies in Austin.

Katrina Troughton
General Manager, Social and Smarter Workforce Client Success

Katrina leads IBM’s worldwide sales force for collaboration, social, exceptional digital experience, and smarter workforce solutions. Katrina has more than 23 years’ experience in the IT industry, with more than 20 years spent in senior management roles at IBM. Prior to leading this sales team, Katrina led the Business Analytics team for IBM’s Growth Markets Unit, IBM’s WebSphere business for IBM’s Growth Markets Unit, both, after spending four and a half years as Managing Director for IBM New Zealand. Other key roles include Software General Manager for IBM Australia/New Zealand, and sales executive for Information Management for IBM Asia Pacific.

Katrina has served on a number of external boards including New Zealand Advisory Board for Global Women, and Uniservices (the commercialisation arm of Auckland University); additionally, she chaired the NZ Government Digital Strategy Advisory Board (2006 – 2008).

Troughton holds a BSC / BCom, with majors in Pharmacology, Physiology and Economics, from Auckland University.

MWLUG 2016 Community Outreach Program

In addition to being members of the ICS community, we are all members of our own local communities. MWLUG recognizes the importance of community service through its Community Outreach Program, which raises money for local organizations that serve the needs of the community. This year we are holding a raffle to raise money for Swan Songs.
Welcome to the Cognitive Era

Redefine Everyday Work with IBM Watson
Working effectively requires access to the right experts and data. Speed access to relevant data through cognitive insights.

Move Cloud to the Core of Your Business
Seamlessly engaging with customers, partners and colleagues needs to be anytime, anywhere. Build and deploy a security-rich cloud application regardless of device.

Key Offerings:
- Connections
- Verse
- Notes / Domino
- Sametime
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Ballroom D</th>
<th>San Jacinto East</th>
<th>San Jacinto West</th>
<th>Stones Crossing</th>
<th>Ballroom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IBM Design Center Tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>First bus will board at 8:00 AM and make round trip. Must be registered and have your badge at all times. Badges will be issued for attendees before boarding 8:00 AM to 12:30 PM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 pm</td>
<td>BP108: The State of Instant Messaging Interconnectivity</td>
<td>AD115: Universal Java</td>
<td>SA107: Notes in the Cloud - Deploying Notes on Zero Clients within VMware View and Streamed via Microsoft RemoteApp</td>
<td>AD109: Hello and Welcome to NotesIn9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MWLUG 2016 Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Starting 12:30 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The MWLUG Conference 2016 has been made possible by many within the IBM community donating their time and energy.
PSC Group, LLC is proud to be a Platinum Sponsor of MWLUG 2016.

Since MWLUG 2009, PSC has shared our knowledge and experience around IBM Notes, Domino, and XPages and application modernization. This year, we will do that and more.

Let us help you navigate the road ahead.

www.psclistens.com

Give your IBM Domino Server Security a Boost

- Protect your server ID & enable unattended server restarts.
- Close back doors & secure the ID Vault.
- Prevent misuse of the Full Access Administration feature.
- Track, prevent and rollback any unauthorized changes in real time.

Find out more in our sessions or come and see us at our booth

www.bcchub.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Ballroom D</th>
<th>San Jacinto East</th>
<th>San Jacinto West</th>
<th>Stones Crossing</th>
<th>Ballroom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:45 am</td>
<td>Breakfast</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Join us for breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MWLUG 2016 OGS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Join Richard Moy and Amanda Bauman to welcome everyone to Austin. OGS Speakers Christine Albert and Katrina Troughton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 am</td>
<td>AD113: The Fork in the Road: The Application Modernization Roadmap for Notes/Domino/XPages Customers</td>
<td>IN103: Project Toscana: Making the Leap to Conversation-Centric Collaboration</td>
<td>AD110: Relational XPages! Using XPages as the Presentation Layer for RDBMS Data.</td>
<td>SA101: 60+ in 60 - Admin Tips Power Hour</td>
<td>Exhibitor Showcase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lunch in the Ballroom Join us for lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 pm</td>
<td>SA112: The SSL Problem and How to Deploy SHA2 Certificates</td>
<td>IN101: Design Matters 2.0</td>
<td>AD111: Rethinking Notes</td>
<td>SA105: IBM mail support for MS Outlook: Today, Tomorrow, OnPrem, Cloud</td>
<td>Exhibitor Showcase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Join Us for Speed Sponsoring and learn how fast our sponsors can talk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 pm</td>
<td>SA115: Yte's Administration Suite reloaded: better-than-ever remedies for security bottlenecks, replication</td>
<td>AD105: Do you see what I see?</td>
<td>IN102: IBM Verse: Deep Dive and Futures</td>
<td>CS102: Moving to IBM Connections Cloud - Connections plus one: Adoption - Canal Barge Company</td>
<td>Exhibitor Showcase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 pm</td>
<td>AD116: Using Dashboards to Transform Application Data Visualization</td>
<td>BP103: IBM Connections Cloud Administration Best Practices Before, During, and After the move: You won't find these in the Wiki</td>
<td>IN104: Salesforce for Domino Dogs</td>
<td>SA108: Penguins, Start Your Engines! The ICS Admin RHEL7 Pilot is Here</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Thursday, August 18, 2016**

**MWLUG 2016 Thursday Evening Event**
First bus will start leaving at 6:30 PM in the front lobby. Last bus will be leaving at 9:30 PM from Zilkha back to the Four Seasons Hotel.
The Future of Your Notes Data is Now

Red Pill Now can make your Notes data available to any desktop or mobile technology designed to consume data through our Java and REST APIs – and through Red Pill Dig, our powerful, easy to use, portal. Visit us at our booth, or at one of our five sessions during MWLUG 2016.

Getting Your Hands On Graphs
Wednesday 4:30 PM with Nathan T. Freeman

Design Matters 2.0
Thursday 1:00 PM with Bob Kadrie and Keith Strickland

Rethinking Notes
Thursday 1:00 PM with Peter Presnell and Nathan T. Freeman

An Introduction to Web Components
Friday 9:00 AM with Kito Mann and Keith Strickland

The Lotus Position: A Case Study with The Salvation Army USS
Friday 10:15 AM with Clarence White, CIO and Peter Presnell

info@redpillnow.com  +1 (404) 720 5575  www.redpillnow.com

Your to-do list for today

☐ Map entire replication topology
  -> a couple databases' replications
  Let replication happen

☐ Report agents signed by ex-users run in last year
  Resign their agents

☐ Track down all duplicate replicas
  Some duplicates live and let live

☐ Check all dbs for 'Prohibit Design Refresh' designs
  Only the most important databases
  What's so bad about no-refresh again?

Hey!
Just go to Ytria's booth.
They'll help you with all of this and more!

www.ytria.com/MWLUC16
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Ballroom D</th>
<th>San Jacinto East</th>
<th>San Jacinto West</th>
<th>Stones Crossing</th>
<th>Ballroom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 am</td>
<td>Breakfast in the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ballroom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 am</td>
<td>AD101: An Introduction To Web Components</td>
<td>SA102: Challenge Accepted: IBM Cloud Onboarding</td>
<td>AD104: Debugging Java In Your Domino Applications</td>
<td>CS101: HIPAA Compliance Tips for Notes/Domino Applications in the Cloud</td>
<td>Exhibitor Showcase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 am</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 am</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AD107: Extreme Development: Pair Programming</td>
<td>SA114: Virtual Noteisity! - How the Notes client and Browser Plugin can excite on virtual platforms</td>
<td>AD106: Expand Your Apps And Skills To The Wider World</td>
<td>BP102: A ray of sunshine through the Cloud!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 pm</td>
<td>Lunch in the Ballroom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lunch in the Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Join us for lunch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 pm</td>
<td>BP101: A Modernized Developer's Workflow with Domino/XPages</td>
<td>SA113: Traveler Management, Security and Performance</td>
<td>AD117: XPages and jQuery DataTables - Simplifying View creation while maximizing functionality</td>
<td>BP105: Man versus Machine – A Story About Embracing Innovation</td>
<td>Exhibitor Showcase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 pm</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AD103: Data Mining in the Mountains of Rich Text and Beyond</td>
<td>AD112: Take a Trip Into the Forest - A Java Primer on Maps, Trees, and Collections</td>
<td>SA103: Domino Security - not knowing is not an option - the updated 2016 edition</td>
<td>MWLUG 2016 Closing General Session</td>
<td>Join us to close MWLUG 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 pm</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Salesforce integration for IBM Verse

Sync Salesforce, Microsoft Dynamics CRM, SAP C4C, Sugar, and other leading CRMs directly to IBM Verse, IBM Connections Cloud, IBM Notes and Domino, and IBM Notes Traveler devices.

rivacrmintegration.com

ConnectionsExpert

Stop by our booth or visit us at www.panagenda.com to get your Free ConnectionsExpert Basic Edition!

Visit our experts on stage:
- Debugging Java In Your Domino Applications
- Man versus Machine – A Story About Embracing Innovation
- Challenge Accepted: IBM Cloud Onboarding
- Virtual Notiesiality! - How the Notes client and Browser Plugin can excite on virtual platforms

ConnectionsExpert is the brand new solution for accelerating adoption, powerful monitoring and usage analytics for IBM Connections.

panagenda
Make Your Data Work for You™
Component-oriented UI development has been popular for almost as long as Lotus Notes. The promise is simple: packaged reusable code that makes powerful widgets like grids, toolbars, menus, input controls, and panels, easy to integrate into applications. Frameworks such as XPages, ASP.NET, JSF, and Vaadin take advantage of component architectures, and there is no shortage of JavaScript/HTML5 widget libraries such as YUI, KendoUI, jQuery UI, Bootstrap, ExtJS. Each of these frameworks allows developers to build their own custom components, but those components won’t work outside of the framework. Wouldn’t it be nice if there were a standard way to build a UI component that runs in a browser? A component model that is part of the open web? Well finally, there is: Web Components, an emerging standard from the Web Applications Working Group (WAWG). In this session we will introduce you to Web Components, explaining what they are and what you can do with them to build a user interface that will wildly exceed your expectations for how your users can interact with data held in Notes databases.

AD102 - Bring Websocket Technology to Your Next XPage Application
Csaba Kiss Dr, LANL

The websocket protocol/API is part of the HTML5 standard. It revolutionizes data flow between clients and the server. One of the main drawbacks of HTTP protocol is the request-response paradigm. Information from the server can only flow toward the clients if they requested it. Modern web applications require data updates from many sources in real-time. Using HTTP protocol, the only way to get quick ”real-time” updates is to initiate frequent requests. This is an inefficient/wasteful design that put unnecessary load on the server and the network. Websocket technology is designed to circumvent this problem. This new technology allows developers to create modern dynamic web applications with real-time communication capabilities easily and efficiently. This presentation will demonstrate how developers can take advantage of this wonderful technology using the OpenNTF xocket.io plugin. I will walk the audience through briefly how to install the plugin on the Domino server; then I will show how simple the websocket API is. I will also show multiple examples of XPage applications using the technology including real-time chat, video conference, user presence tracking, form submission etc. The main aim of this presentation is to educate other developers of the availability of websocket protocol/API for XPage development. Using this technology in their applications will improve user experience dramatically and their sys admins will also appreciate the significantly lighter load on the Domino servers.

AD103 - Data Mining in the Mountains of Rich Text and Beyond
Ben Langhinrichs - President, Genii Software

Whether your company is staying with Notes/Domino, moving to only Domino and a mobile/web/XPages strategy, or moving away from Notes/Domino entirely, chances are you have vast mountains of content in databases created over many years. Accessing the simple data can be done in a number of ways, but data mining in the rich text can be more of a challenge. In this session, I discuss the myriad types of rich text and show various ways they can be valuable. There will be brief demos of techniques for extracting rich text, but the focus will be on how to use the data that is there for both analytical and archival purposes.

AD104 - Debugging Java In Your Domino Applications
Julian Robichaux - Senior Software Developer, panagenda

When something goes wrong in your Java code, it can be very difficult to figure out where the problem happened, especially when the code is part of a Notes/Domino application. In this session, Julian will demonstrate some techniques for debugging Java using Domino Designer and Eclipse, and he will also talk about strategies for tracking down errors when they happen.

AD105 - Do you see what I see?
Roy Rumaner - President / Consultant, Rumaner Consulting and Randy Horwitz - Development & Support Manager - Bluemix Mobile Services, IBM

Did you know that 8% of men and 0.4% of women have some sort of color vision deficiency? Do you know what happens when a person with a color vision deficiency tries to use an application with colors that do not look like you see them? Do you know how to compensate for this as you are designing and developing your applications? Are you yourself colorblind? Do you know what to do to make your websites accessible to a non-sighted person? Do you know what to add so that your website can be read aloud by a screen reader? Do you know what to avoid so that you do not confuse your non-sighted users? This session will cover these and many more issues experienced by the visually challenged and non-sighted when using web-based applications and show you how to adjust your development styles to compensate for them. We will also discuss what is required to create an ADA-Compliant website so that you can work within the rules for government contracts and finally, we will discuss some ways to check your website for accessibility and compliance, including a checklist that was published by the US Dept. of Health & Human Services.
VitalSigns' flexible monitoring helps organizations maintain the high availability and performance of their collaborative environments, regardless of platform.

- Detailed reports for insightful decision making
- Flexible and sophisticated alerting
- Deep collaborative technologies monitoring

Visit with us at the Four Seasons | Austin, Texas
MWLUG 2016 — August 17 to 19
www.mwlug.com | www.rprvitalsigns.com
Application Development Sessions

**AD106 - Expand Your Apps And Skills To The Wider World**
Philippe Riand - CTO, Triloggro and Jesse Gallagher - CTO, I Know Some Guys, LLC

The technological world has changed, but the work done by your Domino apps has not. Rather than discarding your old applications in a disruptive process, it is possible to extend them forward into the modern world: native mobile applications, modern web technologies, and integration with new platforms. This session will demonstrate using active open-source technologies to build new, mobile-enabled UIs, run smoothly on Bluemix, integrate with Watson, perform deep reporting with DashDB, and integrate authentication in Connections Cloud. These examples use Darwino for Domino connectivity and app structure, and this session will also introduce the forthcoming Darwino.org open-source community.

**AD107 - Extreme Development: Pair Programming**
Devin Olson - Collaborative Solutions Developer, Czarnowski and Mike McGarel - Collaborative Solutions Developer, Czarnowski

Pair Programming is a technique in which two developers work simultaneously on the same code. While Pair Programming has been in use for decades (NASA’s Project Mercury in the 1960s), it has been largely overlooked in Notes / Domino universe. Which, considering the otherwise extreme levels of collaboration and communication within our community, seems odd. Pair Programming has been proven to produce higher quality, less buggy, and better documented code faster and cheaper than solo development. So why is it not more prevalent in our community? Join two seasoned developers, Mike McGarel and Devin Olson, as they bring you the REAL WORLD of Pair Programming. They will introduce basic concepts, teach you how it works, discuss the benefits and perils (tread lightly: here be dragons!), and explain how they Pair Program in their daily work.

**AD108 - Getting Your Hands on Graphs**
Nathan Freeman, Red Pill Now

You’ve heard about graph databases at the last two MWLUGs; now it’s time to graduate from theory to practice. Nathan Freeman will lead a hands-on workshop to build live graph applications on NSF. The workshop will cover graph fundamentals, NSF virtualization, using Frames to model data, applying graphs to existing applications, indexing existing content into a graph, and building a functional REST API on top of your graph. Participants will be expected to have a working knowledge of Java, including interfaces and annotations, along with the basics of JSON and REST. Whether you are fully committed to Domino, or looking for alternative platforms, this workshop will bring new insight into how to process your NSF data to maximize business value and user experience.

**AD109 - Hello and Welcome to NotesIn9**
David Leedy - Developer, NotesIn9

For the past 7 years the NotesIn9 screencast has tried to educate, inform and entertain you in all things XPages development. In this session I’ll demo some old favorites and even show a few new tips that all have one thing in common: I use all of them in production XPages applications today.

**AD110 - Relational XPages!! Using XPages as the Presentation Layer for RDBMS Data.**
Paul Calhoun - Vice President, QDilience

As great as the no-SQL .NSF container is, relational data is part of all corporations’ repositories. Being able to access that relational data from XPages provides the ability to incorporate a presentation layer to the data. This session will demonstrate real world implementations of using both the capabilities of the latest JDBC components of the Extension Library and native JDBC code to implement a full CRUD (Create, Read, Update and Delete) model. Examples of setting up and configuring your design and deployment environment as well as all the code to implement the solution will be provided. See how to “mix” Domino data side by side with relational data on the same table and record layout while maintaining both.

**AD111 - Rethinking Notes**
Peter Presnell - CEO, Red Pill Now and Nathan Freeman, Red Pill Now

Join The Red Pill Now Team as they share their latest thinking on how to transform data held in Notes databases. We will challenge your thinking of what is possible with Notes data focusing on those emerging technologies that excite us the most as being the future for Notes databases and the portfolio of Notes applications you have built around them. We will continue the proud 25-year tradition of Notes and the Lotus Community to innovate and lead application development. This session will cover a broad range of topics in a series of mini-presentations that cover Graph Databases, Schema.org, Design Thinking, Material Design, Web Components, Search and Discovery, and how to add business context around simple concepts such as dates and addresses.
TeamCentric Technologies is an IBM Premier Partner and Salesforce Consulting Partner that has been helping businesses collaborate for over 25 years.

We offer custom Domino development, Domino support, training, Salesforce consulting and Domino integration with Salesforce. Our applications utilize the latest web technologies such as AJAX, Java, XPages, Force.com and web services.

As an IBM Premier Partner, TeamCentric offers IBM software licensing in Messaging & Collaboration, Social Software and Connections Cloud.

Contact us today, to see how we can help you.

TeamCentric Technologies
866.331.9020
www.teamcentric.com

Come by the Ephox booth
Win an Amazon Echo

textbox.io
AD112 - Take a Trip Into the Forest - A Java Primer on Maps, Trees, and Collections
Howard Greenberg - Partner, TLCC

Wondering how to take advantage of Java and Managed Beans in XPages? To do this requires knowing how to store data in Java objects and a good understanding of Maps, Lists, Trees, and Sets. No, we are not talking about Google Maps or those big green things in forests but different Java interfaces! Come learn different programming models to use when storing application configuration information, speeding up lookups to Domino data and feeding data to repeat and table controls. Learn how to build reports from different data sources. Plus, we will also look at working with dates and numbers in Java and Domino. Finally, we will review the Domino Java APIs and an alternative, the OpenNTF Domino API.

AD113 - The Fork in the Road: The Application Modernization Roadmap for Notes/Domino/XPages Customers
John Head - Chief Evangelist and Business Development, PSC Group

For the past five years, PSC has presented at conferences all over the world sharing our vision of how applying a modernization methodology to Notes & Domino can lead to major improvements in user adoption and accessibility. The impact is felt by the user, the developer, and the ROI of the application. During this time, we have been successfully applying the same proven processes to other technologies outside of the ICS realm. It is now time to bring those worlds together. There are a lot of questions in the community about what to do with our applications given the change in Notes/Domino application development roadmap. This session will give you the PSC perspective on your options. It will include our vision for IBM XPages, including IBM Bluemix and will highlight our integration work with IBM Digital Experience. We will showcase our work with other technologies, including Microsoft (Office365, Azure, Addins, and more), Nintex, OutSystems, QuickBase, to name a few. This session is for Notes/Domino/XPages customers who want robust options to modernize their existing applications. We will show you other platforms as well as announce an exciting partnership that will allow IBM XPages apps to have life on other platforms as well. Come and see real world demos of how our strategy is working for our existing customers and will work for you. We can help you navigate the road ahead.

AD114 - Think Outside The Box - Part 2
Karl-Henry Martinsson - Sr Application Developer, Deep South Insurance

You have already heard about web development using Ajax, JSON, jQuery and Bootstrap. But how do you connect those technologies to your existing Domino data? In this session I will show you how you can connect any website, including a Wordpress-based site, with your Domino data. You will learn how to use JSONP to call data on a different server or even a different domain as well as how to write the Domino server code that will serve up your data. I will also showcase examples of different jQuery and Bootstrap plugins that will help you build your web application in no time, as well as show the code you use to implement it. Don’t re-invent the wheel, just connect it to your Domino server and start racing! This is an updated and more advanced version of the session presented at MWLUG 2015 and IBM Connect 2016. A comprehensive demo database will be supplied with all the code you will see in the presentation. Take it home and impress your boss or customers!

AD115 - Universal Java
Philippe Riand - CTO, Trilogggroup

The XPages experience pushed a lot of Notes/Domino developers to Java. This opened many doors but wait, this is just about surfacing Java! Is the initial Java promise of develop once/run everywhere a reality? Can Java be used to develop desktop, web, mobile and IoT applications, while reusing part, or all, the code between the different platforms? In this session, you’ll learn about Java architecture, the JVMs, languages, libraries, native compilers... All what you need to efficiently run Java everywhere! And will take about some great on-going open source projects shaping the future.

AD116 - Using Dashboards to Transform Application Data Visualization
Kathy Brown - Senior Consultant, PSC Group LLC and Shean McManus - Senior Consultant, PSC Group LLC

When you're driving a car, you need a lot of data quickly. How fast are you going? Are there any problems you need to address? Where do you get that data at a glance? Your dashboard, of course. All the info you need at your finger tips, easily understood. Your applications have a lot of data and important information, but can your users get to it quickly? Can they easily spot issues or know what they need to do right now? Shean and Kathy will take you for a test drive through some XPage application dashboards. They will demonstrate how to move away from email-driven tasks and buried information to show you how you can easily visualize your critical business data. Come see how an application can provide a visually striking, functional, and easy to use Data Visualization for common workflow actions, important info, charts, and key metrics. Put your users in the driver’s seat!

AD117 - XPages and jQuery DataTables - Simplifying View creation while maximizing functionality
Michael Smith - Senior Developer/Analyst, Mutual Boiler Re

Do you find adding view data to XPages unnecessarily painful? This session will focus on unleashing the power of jQuery DataTables within your XPages and demonstrate how to create a scalable infrastructure that minimizes the need for additional views and design changes to XPage design elements by using REST services and a reusable custom control. We will also dig into the api of DataTables and show you how to take advantage of its rich feature set to enhance the UI of your Views and tables within your XPage applications. With XPages and DataTables, adding View data to your XPages can be simple, fast, powerful, and painless!
L I B E R A T E
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ldcvia.com

50+ shortcuts for Support, Developers, Administrators

- Change any value on any document(s) in 4 clicks, including hidden and computed fields
- Find any Notes doc by NoteID, UNID, formula, URL
- Find and edit all Profile documents, deletion stubs
- Compare documents and merge conflicts
- See all Readers / Authors for any document
- Change a database Replica ID
- Dozens of additional tools

MartinScott.com

Engage your Enterprise with IBM Connections “integrated”

for cloud or on-premise

Integrations for dozens of apps to 10s of 1000s of end-users in 1000s of companies, worldwide.

TRIAL an integration today: info@appfusions.com
Best Practices in Social Collaboration Sessions

BP101 - A Modernized Developer's Workflow with Domino/XPages
Eric McCormick - Web Developer, The Boldt Company

Watch, listen, and feel free to follow-along with a full-stack approach to how to build better applications with Domino/XPages, MVC principles in action in the back-end, RESTful API creation, along with MV* framework implementation in the front-end, with advanced tooling to help automate our coding process, unit tests, and even the ability to mock the back-end for front-end development outside of Domino Designer. This session seeks to help developers advance their workflow and produce higher quality, more performant and optimized applications with the Domino server they already have and the modern front-end tooling they want to incorporate.

BP102 - A ray of sunshine through the Cloud!
Sharon Bellamy James, BCC

User on-boarding and management can be a challenge in Connections Cloud, particularly in a hybrid environment, with no opportunity for automation. There's no integration with other systems which means any changes in IBM Connections Cloud need to be applied to all other LDAP directories via a cumbersome CSV import/export. And there are additional complexities for companies who need to show audit proof of their adherence to compliance guidelines. Our AdminTool Connector can remove these challenges. Making Cloud user on-boarding and management a ray of sunshine on a cloudy day.

BP103 - IBM Connections Cloud Administration Best Practices Before, During, and After the move: You won't find these in the Wiki!
David Hablewitz - Problem Solver & Efficiency Expert, Divergent Solutions LLC

If you are considering moving to IBM Connections Cloud, in the process, this is the session for you. In theory, a move to Connections Cloud is pretty straightforward, but in practice there are lot of details unique to your environment that you won't find in the wiki, and your Data Transfer Manager probably won't know. These best practices are absolutely essential to a smooth migration. Get an idea for how MOM, the self-service tool, works. Once you've migrated, your resources as an administrator are very different - there is still much to be done as an admin, but HOW you do it will be different. When you leave this session, you will know the back doors and tricks that will make your life as an IBM Connections Cloud administrator easier.

BP104 - Let the Phoenix Rise
Arshad Khalid - Director of Technical Services, BCC and Stephanie Heit - Director, BCC

Day to day administration of the Domino environment can be tedious and demanding. Bad decisions without understanding the true potential of the platform have often led to Domino being relegated to the status of a legacy system. Not only that, mismanagement of the environment also poses significant security issues resulting in legal complications. Being the true Domino fans that we are, we've not only been helping raise its profile but have also gained a valuable insight at hundreds of customers over the years. In this session we will share our knowledge of best practices on how to streamline and standardise IBM Notes and Domino administration and application management, enhance system security and ensure compliance with legal regulations.

BP105 - Man versus Machine – A Story About Embracing Innovation
Francie Tanner - Director, panagenda

Technology and innovation impacts every industry, line of business and profession in ways we could not imagine even 50 years ago. While IT is meant to make things more efficient, the pace of IT evolution makes it hard to think of the future as being “easier”. History shows that companies which are unable to innovate are driven out of the market, which leaves adoption as a central key to dealing with that new social platform, CRM and other innovation. But how do you get people to embrace change? Some people claim that adoption is a purely human affair where it’s all about people, while others believe that adoption should be technology driven and enforced in an automated way. Join Femke Goedhart and Francie Tanner and learn all about adoption tools, methods and strategies that will help you make any new deployment a measurable success.

BP106 - Salesforce Integration for IBM Verse, IBM Notes and Domino
Trevor Poapst - VP Marketing and Sales, Riva CRM Integration

We have now entered the Age of the Customer. According to a recent Gartner report, 89% of companies in 2016 will compete mostly on the basis of customer experience compared to 36% four years ago. CRM is the key hub for customer relationship information. During this session, you will learn how to integrate Salesforce, Microsoft Dynamics CRM, SAP Cloud for Customer, Oracle Sales Cloud, Sugar, and other leading cloud and on-premise CRM systems directly with IBM Verse, IBM Notes and Domino, and IBM Notes Traveler mobile devices. We will discuss how to deliver advanced, server-side integration of CRM contacts, calendars, tasks, email, opportunities, cases, custom fields, custom objects, and other CRM data for your IBM collaboration users.
Best Practices in Social Collaboration Sessions Continue

BP107 - The anatomy of the perfect collaboration use case
Stuart McIntyre - Senior Strategist

Build it and they will come? By now, surely we should all be aware this is not the case... Social and collaboration platforms need to provide demonstrable value, whether in productivity terms for the individual users, or in business value to the organisations involved. Therefore it is imperative that users know why they and how they should come together to use the platform in a strategic manner, to achieve a defined goal. Join this session to hear why this means that platform owners and community managers must develop a roadmap of clearly defined and understood ‘use cases’, the factors and challenges that you need to consider, and how best to support the use cases within your deployment and launch strategy.

BP108 - The State of Instant Messaging Interconnectivity
Andy Higgins - Consultant, IMCollaboration

If one company uses Sametime and another uses Office 365, what are the options for interconnectivity? IBM have just announced with Sametime 9.01 their partnership with Nextral which changes the whole picture of Sametime interconnectivity. This session will look at the new announcement and explain what it means for current Sametime users and administrators. We will also look at the history of Instant Messaging interconnectivity and look at what Microsoft (and other competitor products) are doing along these lines.

BP109 - XPages on Bluemix: The Force Awakens
Barry Rosen - Offering Manager for IBM Collaboration Solutions, IBM Collaboration Solutions and Kirti Gani - Program Director for IBM Collaboration Solutions (ICS) Cloud Application Development, IBM Collaboration Solutions

Just recently in a PaaS delivery, all over the internet, an XPages runtime was GA'd. Searching for new meaning in XPages applications, young Jedi developers discovered Watson, Cloudant, Internet of Things and DevOps services, along with many others, could be added when harnessing the XPages Runtime in Bluemix. This session will cover an end to end integrated example of deploying, pricing, free trial information, and the analytic dashboard experience. We will also cover the power of cognitive integration. Awaken the force in your XPages applications with XPages on Bluemix.

Customer Business Cases Sessions

CS101 - HIPAA Compliance Tips for Notes/Domino Applications in the Cloud
Kyle Coey - Chief Compliance Officer, Prominic.NET, Inc.

Cloud based applications have become commonplace in the healthcare industry. SaaS vendors and hosting providers looking to capitalize on this growing, lucrative market often find themselves facing complex regulatory compliance challenges presented by HIPAA. Similarly, healthcare organizations looking to migrate to the cloud are often left wondering who they can trust with their sensitive data. In this session I will discuss industry best practices for avoiding potential compliance pitfalls in a cloud based solution. We will touch on several of the more important considerations for implementing a HIPAA compliant cloud solution such as: business associate agreements, access controls and routine evaluations. The goal of this session is to equip attendees with the knowledge necessary to avoid some fundamental mistakes with HIPAA compliance in the cloud.

CS102 - Moving to IBM Connections Cloud - Connections/Verse Adoption - Canal Barge Company
Kerry Godbold - IS Applications Administrator, Canal Barge Company and Steve Lohja - XPages Developer, Canal Barge Company

Canal Barge Company (CBC) wanted to bolster its position in an evolving transportation marketplace by reacting more quickly to new opportunities. To enable its distributed workforce to share knowledge and make better-informed decisions, CBC uses IBM®Connections® Cloud—helping employees to develop and socialize innovations and improvements faster. In this session Kerry Godbold and Steve Lohja from CBC will describe their successful move from Notes/Domino on premises to IBM Connections Cloud and how their organization is leveraging the rich set of collaboration capabilities and integrated applications to drive business excellence.

CS103 - Project Drift Analysis - A Candid look into Projects That Have Gone Sideways.
David Wice - Account Manager, Decision Labs Inc

We have all been there. You do the work up front to define the need. You know what you have to do, but for one reason or another you find yourself down the road going sideways and it feels that the wheels are coming off and the engine is about to blow up. This presentation dives deep into what can go wrong, and what does go wrong, regardless of the due diligence. However it will also discuss those projects that were convinced doomed from the get go, yet somehow the stars aligned and they became bigger and better than anyone could have imagined. Please come along to share in some laughter and cheers. Adult beverages will be served.
CS104 - The Lotus Position: Four Degrees Of Freedom
Clarence White - CIO, The Salvation Army and Peter Presnell - CEO, Red Pill Now

With 1.5 million members in 127 countries, The Salvation Army has been a long time user of Lotus Notes for both messaging and applications. Like many organizations it is having to decide how it takes its existing investment in Notes and make it relevant in a world that demands mobile access, modern Web interfaces, and seamless integration between databases. In this session we outline four distinct strategies adopted by The Salvation Army's US Southern Territory to take a portfolio of Notes applications largely developed in the 1990s and prepare them for use in 2016 and beyond.

Innovation Sessions

IN101 - Design Matters 2.0
Bob Kadrie - Creative Director, Red Pill Now and Keith Strickland - Co-Founder, Red Pill Now

Join Red Pill Now’s Creative and UX Director, Bob Kadrie, and Software Engineer, Keith Strickland as they interview each other in a mock panel discussion of how good design can profoundly impact the effectiveness of the applications you develop. In this session we will explore the industry’s renewed dedication to user experience by taking a closer look at the design standards created by Google, IBM and Microsoft, and how you can utilize these design strategies to improve your application’s usability and adoption. The session will close with a lively Q&A designed to be sure you leave with a new understanding and appreciation for good design as a distinct component of your application development strategy.

IN102 - IBM Verse: Deep Dive and Futures
Scott Souder - Program Director & Sr. Offering Manager - Verse, Notes and iNotes, IBM

IBM has revolutionized the enterprise inbox from the ground up for today’s social and mobile workplace. Check out this session for the latest updates and future plans for IBM Verse -- including advances in offline, cognitive, calendaring, connecting to third-party applications, plus a sneak-peek at the new "IBM Verse On-premises" product -- and how your organization can position itself for driving massive improvements in end-user satisfaction and engagement with IBM's easy-to-use inbox!

IN103 - Project Toscana: Making the Leap to Conversation-Centric Collaboration
Marlon Machado - Sr. Offering Manager, Collaboration Solutions, IBM

Ever since its unveiling at IBM Connect 2016 Project Toscana has been growing, evolving, maturing and deservedly generating a lot of buzz. After all, Project Toscana is IBM Collaboration Solutions first brand new offering since the introduction of IBM Verse and our New Way to Work initiative. Project Toscana is IBM’s solution for cognitive collaboration in a conversation-centric setting. It is an enterprise-grade software-based system of engagement designed to provide concurrent, real-time communication and collaboration services for small internal and cross-organizational groups of people. It is also a persistent, secure and fully auditable multi-modal system of record with an intuitive user experience designed to facilitate executing on business processes and supporting decision-making quickly, efficiently and securely. In this session we’ll provide an update on where Project Toscana is since that sneak peek we provided back in January. You’ll get to see it in action (there’s going to be lots of demos,) and you’ll get a preview of what’s coming in the next few months. Don’t miss it.

IN104 - Salesforce for Domino Dogs
Mark Myers - Director LDC Via, LDC Via

Thursday, August 18, 201604:45 PM - 05:45 PM
Salesforce, the current big boy on the block for fast business collaboration and the darling of many a director does things very differently from how the IBM world always has. But in the way some things are very different, many things are similar. Domino has users, policies, server security, databases, LotusScript and more. What is all that on force.com? In this session I will take you through the jungle from a Domino perspective, point out the clear paths, the most obvious spike traps and where there be tigers!!

IN105 - Think Outside the Sphere! Box for IBM Professionals
Rob Novak - President, SNAPPS

We’ve all had that new technology bug once in a while. You know, the one where you get a glimpse of an emerging market or tech and are compelled to play with it. Well the bug has bitten once again, and through a set of coincidences including a strategic partnership with IBM, the recent release of a simple set of APIs, and integration with IBM Connections and IBM Domino and Notes, Box has proven to be a very interesting bug. In this session Rob will explain the Box platform for file sharing and collaboration, discuss the IBM | Box partnership, demonstrate the integration points provided by IBM and partners, detail the security model for admins, & overview the Box Content & View APIs for developers – all in terms that Domino and Connections folks will understand. As this isn’t a vendor session, Rob will also share any pain points & perceived areas for improvement as we explore how IBM professionals can take advantage of the Box platform.
System Administration Sessions
SA101 - 60+ in 60 - Admin Tips Power Hour
Chris Miller - Director, Connectria

With a guaranteed minimum of 60 administration tips in 60 minutes you will walk out with a list of items to immediately help you tune your collaboration environment. Covering IBM Domino, Sametime, Connections, Traveler and more will have you eager to get back and implement some of the ideas. We will take best practices from the mySocialBizUG Admin Tips newsletter, customer case stories and other best practices. Have no fear, we will move faster that you can write so everything will be available for you to download. This is an ode to the hundreds of tips brought to you by the letters M and G (Mooney and Gab) over the years. - See more at: http://www.idonotes.com/idonotes/idonotes.nsf/dx/60-in-60-admin-tips-power-hour-session-slides-from-ibm-connect-2016.htm#sthash.dfwe1Fgw.dpuf

SA102 - Challenge Accepted: IBM Cloud Onboarding
Daniel Reimann - Director Technical Account Management, panagenda

Moving to the Cloud is a common topic for a lot of companies these days. However, to ensure a smooth onboarding experience for the end users, a detailed plan needs to be developed. Join Daniel as he will show you how you can use the Panagenda portfolio to bring your users to the IBM Cloud!

SA103 - Domino Security - not knowing is not an option - the updated 2016 edition
Darren Duke - Instigator, Simplified Technology Solutions, Inc

Not new, but definitely updated.....There have been a host of changes to Domino security since 9.0.1 FP3 came out (and MWLUG 2015). This session will explain what they are, why you need them and how to implement them, including but not limited to: SSL/TLS Notes port encryption, reverse proxies, SHA2 certificates, SAM/L/NFL, Perfect Forward Secrecy and HSTS. Learn. Implement. Sleep well.

SA104 - Doublecheck iDNA
Viktor Krantz - Worldwide Technical Sales Specialist & SME - Connections Cloud & Domino Doublecheck, IBM

Many IT managers, IT architects and decision makers find it challenging to define a future strategy among the onslaught of demands to try something else, on-premise or in the cloud. This session will arm you with crucial information to defend years of successful investments in the IBM Notes and Domino platform, producing factual data that can be trusted. You will learn how your roadmap becomes stronger when obtaining evidence from your environment that reveals how your business is making use of the IBM Notes and Domino platform so successfully deployed.

Luis Guirigay - WW Executive IT Specialist, IBM

Since IBM introduced IBM mail support for MS Outlook (aka “Project Hawthorn”) many customers have been taking advantage of this new deployment option to provide Mail to users using their client of preference. Project Hawthorn provides the unique capability of “Bring Your Own Client (BYOC)” by allowing them to use MS Outlook without having to replace the IBM Domino platform. Use this in conjunction with the IBM Client Application Access and XPages and provide an unique experience. Come to this session and walk away with a clear understanding of IBM’s strategy, Best Practices and tons of tips from the field.

SA106 - News From the Trenches: Domino Security Fortification to Mitigate Potential Security Threats
Ben Menesi - Head of Product, Ytria Inc.

Long established as a leader in the enterprise collaboration climate, IBM Domino continues to perform with pliancy beyond its years. However, with this flexibility and power comes a great amount of potentially problematic bottlenecks. As administrators and developers on the front lines, it’s vital that we understand the low level mechanisms that help us hone our servers, apps, and documents into secure systems. In this in-depth session, we will dissect a wide variety of security protocols like SSL / TLS, Cryptography, as well as we’ll talk about ACL tactics, best practices for securing web apps, agents, documents; and more. You’ll come away primed with enough best practice tactics to help you understand your environment, anticipate security risks, and prevent data breaches.

SA107 - Notes in the Cloud - Deploying Notes on Zero Clients within VMware View and Streamed via Microsoft RemoteApp
Stephen Beagles - Systems Administrator - Prominic.NET, Inc.

Virtual desktop infrastructures (VDI) and streamed applications are all the rage in corporate IT because both help reduce the burden of supporting end user client workstations. These also vastly improve your IT security through standardized software versioning - keep your entire organization on the same Fix pack with ease! In this session, you will learn the nuances of running the IBM Notes Client inside of a VMware View VDI infrastructure as well as streamed via the Microsoft RemoteApp.
System Administration Sessions Continues

SA108 - Penguins, Start Your Engines! The ICS Admin RHEL7 Primer is Here
Bill Malchisky - Managing Partner/Chief Technical Architect, Effective Software Solutions, LLC

With the new products IBM will release in the next year, RHEL7 will be officially supported out-of-the-gate. But this is not the usual Linux upgrade. Here is what you need to know: containers, systemd, security, administration, and upgrade tips—all very technical. Get ready to ride.

SA109 - Replication Remedies
Kim Greene - President, Kim Greene Consulting, Inc. and Ben Menesi - Head of Product, Ytria

Domino replication is one of the most important pillars of the IBM Notes and Domino On-Prem AND Smartcloud architectures. Whether you’re an administrator or developer, replication plays an integral role in life. These two industry experts will reveal the ins and outs of how replication works, and most importantly will show you what to do when things go wrong. Through several examples, you will learn how to debug and fix replication issues. Don’t be intimidated by the maladies of Domino replication, rather learn how to dig in and master replication.

SA110 - Tackling Your Toughest Performance Issues
Kim Greene – President, Kim Greene Consulting, Inc.

Become a Domino performance investigator. This session will teach you industry best practices for IBM Domino performance optimization. Learn how to take abstract symptoms like “Notes is slow” and break it down to a resolvable problem. See the methodology and tricks involved to find the true culprit using tools such as semaphore timeouts, memory dumps and server monitoring. Understand what impact running with obsolete tuning parameters can have on your environment. You will learn the best tips to implement along with do’s and don’ts for ensuring your Domino environment will perform optimally.

SA111 - The Sametime Mobile Experience
Gabriella Davis - Technical Director, The Turtle Partnership

Having a full set of Sametime features available on mobile devices has been a priority for IBM so if you are deploying, whether it’s the complete feature set including meetings audio and video or just instant messaging you can extend the functionality using IBM Connections Chat and IBM Connections Meetings applications which are available for most mobile platforms. In this session we will review both the backend server configuration and the features available via the mobile applications and discuss usability, bandwidth and security implications.

SA112 - The SSL Problem and How to Deploy SHA2 Certificates
Mark Myers - Director, LDC Via and Gabriella Davis - Technical Director, The Turtle Partnership

Two years ago enabling your site with SSL was a simple affair, buy a certificate or create your own, install it, then just remember to renew it every couple of years. Then, suddenly security holes are being found in SSL virtually every month, popular browsers stop connecting to your site to protect themselves, and you’re continually being told your users data is at risk. In this session we will discuss how it all went wrong and can go wrong again, then go through each step of requesting, generating and deploying a 4096 SHA-2 certificate to use in a keyfile by Domino, IBM Connections, IBM Sametime and other WebSphere products. If you work with these IBM products and need to secure them with confidence this session will show you how!

SA113 - Traveler Management, Security and Performance
Gabriella Davis - Technical Director, The Turtle Partnership

Traveler is a core component of most companies’ mail infrastructure but its maintenance and security goes far beyond Domino server management. In this session we’ll look at a Traveler environment from daily tasks to enforcing TLS and starting with understanding how Traveler behaves. We’ll review both standalone and high availability configurations and discuss common problems, as well how best to plan and design a secure and stable infrastructure.

SA114 - Virtual Notesiality! - How the Notes client and Browser Plugin can excite on virtual platforms
Daniel Reimann - Director Technical Account Management, panagenda

Virtualizing the IBM Notes client or the IBM Client Application Access (formerly known as IBM Notes Browser Plug-in) is an effective way to standardize your client infrastructure, to reduce costs for workstation hardware and to give your users a consistent positive experience. Learn how to implement, configure and tune Notes on platforms like Citrix or Terminal Server and get the most out of it by dramatically reducing start-up times and more. Beside a live demo where you should draw your stopwatch (!) you’ll also get some worst practices stories as Daniel shares his experiences from real-World client virtualization projects.
Ytria’s EZSuite, completely re-engineered to achieve 1500% speed enhancement, now supports even larger data sets and sports a ton of new features that make any Administrator’s or Developer’s tasks easier. Come and learn about the toolkit that already lets thousands of admins and devs worldwide achieve faster and better results when it comes to fixing replication issues, massaging documents, tracking consoles and agents, finding and fixing security bottlenecks, and more. This session will be at once fast-paced and technical—no more than 3 PowerPoint slides guaranteed (!) We’ll be spending the majority of our time together in a live demo covering issues that have long haunted Domino environments—issues that, until now, were next to impossible to work through. All of this and we’ll still find time to address any problems and requirements you may face in your organization.
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2016 Diamond Sponsor

IBM Corporation

IBM helps organizations connect, engage and innovate by providing social business solutions that are easy to use, but solve complex challenges. With powerful collaboration tools and social platforms enhanced with cognitive analytics from IBM Watson™, IBM Collaboration solutions enable new ways to work—for greater insights, innovation and operational efficiencies.

IBM is also helping clients deliver exceptional digital experiences whenever and wherever their customers choose to receive them. IBM Digital Experience solutions enable LOB professionals to anticipate and respond to customers’ changing expectations, and help improve customer propensity to buy with compelling, targeted content and offers. http://www.ibm.com/socialbusiness

2016 Platinum Sponsors

PSC Group

With offices in downtown Chicago, Schaumburg, IL and Overland Park, KS, PSC Group is a professional services and information technology consulting firm that understands technology is fundamental in the development of business solutions.

It all starts with listening, and that’s one of the things we do best. We then utilize our team of talented, experienced professionals with proven and emergent technology to design, deliver, and service solutions that meet specific and unique business needs. We turn IT into an effective, strategic resource that improves efficiencies and work streams, delivers a measurable return on investment, and helps companies grow.

PSC is the go-to IBM Collaboration and social software expert for the Midwest and beyond. We are an award-winning IBM business partner and IBM Collaboration Solutions (ICS) software advocate who has contributed to the leading edge of IBM technology for years.

http://www.psclistens.com

Red Pill Now

When it comes to the future of your IBM Notes applications, you have a choice. You can take the blue pill and accept the status quo. Or, take the Red Pill and see your Notes applications come to life on your desktop and mobile devices, in a fully responsive, CSS3- and HTML5-compliant design. We get you there in less time than you think, at a price that makes sense, and without the risks of migration and retooling. What’s more, choosing the Red Pill means an immediate, measurable benefit for every user across your enterprise, and an ongoing process for progressive modernization of all your apps.

Want to learn more about asymmetric modernization services for your portfolio of Notes applications before we meet at the conference? Visit www.redpillnow.com, or contact us at info@redpillnow.com.

2016 Gold Sponsors

BCC Business Collaboration Company Ltd

With solid experience of managing IBM collaboration environments we help organizations reduce risk, improve efficiency by securing and streamlining existing processes, thereby lowering cost – following our motto Save – Secure – Automate.

Our solutions include automated user, group & database management, server security, secure & compliant messaging, central client management – all of which can be easily integrated into the existing company processes and are trusted by over 800 customers.

http://www.bcchub.com
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panagenda
panagenda develops state-of-the-art analytics and automation solutions for communication and collaboration IT infrastructures. Our extensive expertise range from reducing total cost of ownership (TCO) and workload, to facilitating agile IT transformation. With over 7.5 million licenses in over 70 countries, our customers benefit from solutions that increase performance, enhance transparency and control, as well as deliver exceptional value for money. http://www.panagenda.com

Riva
Looking to deploy a new CRM? Do you have a commercial or internal CRM you need to integrate with IBM Verse, IBM Notes, Domino or other IBM Enterprise Social Solutions? Just as IBM Verse provides a new way to work, Riva provides a better way to sync IBM solutions to Salesforce.com, Microsoft Dynamics CRM, SAP Cloud for Customer, SugarCRM, NetSuite and other CRMs? Riva provides seamless, always-on, server-side sync between CRM and IBM Verse, IBM SmartCloud Notes, IBM Notes and Domino with native support for all Traveler mobile devices.

Attend this session to learn how to deliver CRM-user delight! Deliver automatic synchronisation of contacts, calendar events, tasks, email, opportunities, cases, custom fields, custom objects, and other data between your CRM and IBM Collaboration Systems. Learn how all users in your environment – whether they use Windows, Mac, Webmail clients, and Mobile devices – can view and manage their CRM data across all email clients and mobile devices without having to install any client plug-ins or mobile apps.

Learn how to quickly access relevant CRM contact information and other social data directly from Outlook with Riva Insight, a new CRM side panel for IBM Notes. http://www.rivacrmintegration.com/integrations/ibm-notes/

Ytria
We are committed to providing software tools that facilitate the job of IBM Notes and Domino administrators and developers to create and support a productive and collaborative environment.

Improve how you manage everything from servers to documents, ACLs, agents, application design elements, etc. Our suite of powerful tools offers you global views, mass modification, analytics and reporting functions, and numerous other built-in features to give you complete control over all the elements of your domain.

Whether you are an individual consultant or a team member in a global organization, contact us today to learn how you can accomplish your tasks faster and better. Founded in 1999, Ytria is an IBM Advanced Business Partner and has a client base in over 70 countries worldwide. http://www.ytria.com

2016 Silver Sponsors

AppFusions
AppFusions is a market leader in *packaged* integration applications for cloud or on-premise systems, and the original designer and developers of AppSpokes’ framework and architecture for cloud platforms with read-to-go end-to-end integrations. We are integrating IBM Connections cloud with dozens of business apps, for 1000s of orgs and end users. Contact us to trial now - info@appfusions.com. http://www.appfusions.com

Crossware
Crossware Mail Signature is "Email Branding and Compliance Made Easy", giving you the ability to manage enterprise-wide email signatures - ensuring consistency and compliance. It is a server-based application for Lotus Notes that automatically adds compliant, personalized and attractive email signatures to emails compatible with Notes, iNotes, Traveler, and Blackberry. http://www.crossware.co.nz/

Ephox
Ephox brings a better content creation experience to IBM Connections and Web Content Manager with Textbox.io, the world’s first JavaScript editor built for the responsive web. Textbox.io offers users advanced features and a simplified, frustration free editing experience at no cost and with no dependency on Java. Best of all, Textbox.io is free with your IBM license entitlements. We look forward to connecting at MWLUG. http://www.ephox.com/ibm
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HADSL
User Identity Management – Get It Right, First Time, Every Time!

HADSL FiRM takes the drudgery out of user identity provisioning and management by automating your business processes and letting you delegate the right tasks to the right people. By automating your processes, new starters, leavers and movers will all be configured correctly, first time, every time. With audit trails and requester/approver workflows you know who did what and with support for SPML and other automated feeds you might not need to load the Admin Client ever again! Automatically manage mobile devices as well as Active Directory users too!

Come and see us in the Sponsor Showcase and let us help you take control. http://www.hadsl.com

LDC Via
Do you need to retire your Domino infrastructure but keep the data? Perhaps you want to extend your Domino data to new horizons, or ease the burden on your Domino servers?

Or to explore the new wave of web technologies whilst maintaining your investment in IBM Notes & Domino?

LDC Via can help: free your Domino data, making use of a scalable, modern document store with a rich REST API and a variety of template web applications. http://ldcvia.com

MartinScott
NoteMan Toolbar lets Domino professionals change any value on any document(s) or profile(s) in five clicks, bypassing hidden/computed fields. Find any document in a database via formula, UNID, or NoteID without touching the design. Compare documents to see all differences. Dozens of other integrated toolbar utilities for ad hoc magic on NSFs, invaluable for developing, testing, supporting, and finding Domino data on Windows and Mac Notes clients.

For twenty years, MartinScott has specialized in Notes/Domino custom applications consulting, development, support, and enhancements, as well as full system administration services. We also offer experience in migration to, and integration with, SharePoint, SalesForce, and other application platforms. http://www.MartinScott.com

Phora Group
At Phora Group, we focus on delivering business solutions to empower your business for growth. Our iPhora series of business solutions include: iPhora Foundation and iPhora Touch.

Come to booth 8 to learn more about our newest version of iPhora Touch V3.5, a simple, secure purpose-driven social collaboration platform for organizations to share business data and processes in a highly secured and scalable environment. With iPhora Touch's built-in BPM technology and extensive API, social collaboration becomes an integral part of your business processes. iPhora Touch is available as a cloud, on-premises, or hybrid solution.

To learn more about iPhora Touch and other iPhora products go to: http://www.phoragroup.com

Prominic.NET
Prominic.NET helps small and mid-sized companies navigate their cloud transformation, quickly and safely. Our innovative StartCloud(tm) platform delivers cloud-based desktops, servers, data backup, content management and collaboration tools. Our optional on-site appliance solves the "where's my data?" problem and offers real-time data synchronization between your site and the cloud. http://prominic.net

RPR Wyatt
RPR Wyatt is your premier provider for IBM Domino and Microsoft Solutions. We are renowned for our intuitive administrative tools that help IT management monitor, manage, and deliver high performance environments. We complement our administrative tools with administrative expertise by offering administrative management (remotely or on-site) of your Collaboration/Messaging environment. RPR Wyatt’s flagship solution is VitalSigns, a comprehensive monitoring tool designed to help IT administrators deliver high performance collaborative environments. VitalSigns offers:
- Monitoring of IBM Domino and Microsoft solutions
- 100% browser based, intuitive interface
- Flexible and sophisticated alerting
- Detailed reports that facilitate insight sharing and decision making
- VitalSigns features a comprehensive yet elegant, manager-friendly Dashboard which is continually updated with the collaborative environment's latest statistics that can be shared safely with everyone in the organization.

http://www.rprvitalsigns.com
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2016 Silver Sponsors Continues

TeamCentric Technologies
TeamCentric Technologies is an IBM Premier Partner and Salesforce Consulting Partner that has been helping businesses collaborate for over 25 years. Our solutions have helped businesses grow and become more competitive in the global marketplace.

TeamCentric offers software solutions for access from the Notes client, browser and mobile devices. We offer custom Domino development, Domino support, training, Salesforce consulting and Domino integration with Salesforce. Our applications utilize the latest web technologies such as AJAX, Java, XPages, Force.com and web services.

As an IBM Premier Partner, TeamCentric offers IBM software licensing in Messaging & Collaboration, Social Software and Connections Cloud. Teamcentric.com or info@teamcentric.com

Teamstudio
Teamstudio provides products that help organizations with customized business applications implement best practices, work more efficiently, and prepare for the future. As an IBM Business Partner, we help customers get the most from IBM Notes and Domino throughout the entire application lifecycle by reducing the time and cost of developing applications, gaining control over the build process, and extending the ROI of Notes through mobile integration and modernization. A privately held international company, we’re headquartered in the United States with regional offices the United Kingdom and Japan. http://teamstudio.com

2016 Bronze Sponsors

AGE Computer Consultancy
AGECOM have built a reputation for supplying quality products, support and specialist consulting services to the IBM Lotus community globally since 1995. Our applications include:

- Import for Lotus Notes for importing data from Excel, Access, Outlook, CSV, File attachments, and other file formats.
- Export for Lotus Notes for exporting Lotus Notes views & documents to Excel, Access, PDF, Word, HTML, PDF, XML, and other file formats.
- Agent Monitor for Lotus Domino provides centralized monitoring, management & reporting of all agents in all databases across your servers.

NotesTracker for Lotus Notes records usage and updates of database documents and views for compliance and monitoring requirements. We also have other software & utilities which are freely available to the Lotus community.

Our products & services are used by customers in more than 40 countries ranging from Fortune 500 companies to small business in industries such as technology, health, pharmaceuticals, banking, automotive, financial, governments, mining, retail, transport, and education. We can also assist you with your projects by providing custom software development services. http://www.agecom.com.au

ICON UK
ICON UK is an annual event in London for all users of IBM software to meet, learn and network. The 2016 event will take place on the 15 and 16 of September. ICON UK is a group created to help all UK users of IBM software to meet, learn and network together. The true strength of a user group is our shared participation so if you want to be involved, or speak, or sponsor at a future event then please go to the Sponsor or Speaker pages to find out more. http://iconuk.org

Whitsell Consulting
Located in Denver, CO, Whitsell Consulting has been offering custom software solutions and support since 1997. An IBM Business Partner, Whitsell specializes in IBM Notes/Domino and XPages development, while also providing a complete services offering of licensing, hosting, project management, web design and more.

- Support of existing applications
- New application development
- Migration/conversion/modernization
- Business and environment analysis
- SaaS offerings for managed Domino environments

- Whitsell Consulting prides itself in offering high quality business solutions at competitive rates and our mission is to become an integral member of your team, not just another service provider. Our flexible models include work by retainer, by project, and hourly.

http://www.whitsellconsulting.com
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Randy Horwitz - Development & Support Manager - Bluemix Mobile Services, IBM
Rob Novak - President, SNAPPS
Roy Rumaner - Consultant , Rumaner Consulting
Scott Souder - Program Director & Sr. Product Manager | IBM Verse, IBM
Shean McManus - Senior Consultant, PSC Group, LLC
Slobodan (Steve) Lohja - Senior Software Developer, Canal Barge Company, Inc.
Stephanie Heit - Director, BCC
Stephen Beagles - Customer Support, Prominic.NET
Stuart McIntyre - Community Strategist, Fostering Community Limited
Trevor Poapst - VP Marketing and Sales, Riva CRM Integration
Viktor Krantz - WW Connections Cloud & Verse Leader, IBM
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**OpenNTF**

OpenNTF was launched in 2002 by committed members of the Lotus Notes/Domino community. The organization provided a hosting site for sharing applications and useful code for the Notes and Domino platform. Projects have included full blown client and web applications, rich client plugins, administrative tools and more. Over the years the scope of OpenNTF has expanded, to include IBM Sametime, IBM Connections, IBM Connections Cloud, IBM Forms, IBM Websphere Portal and beyond. In 2015 we anticipate including content for the IBM Bluemix platform.

Since 2002 some of the stats are:
- More than 70,000 users have registered on OpenNTF to download code
- There have been more than 700 open source projects
- Initially OpenNTF provided a snippets database called Code Bin which included over 1000 code snippets between 2002 and 2010. In November 2011 OpenNTF leveraged the XPages technology and launched XSnippets as a repository for code snippets. In just over three years there have been more than 400 contributions.

OpenNTF have also hosted developer contests, webinars, and a collaboration solutions news aggregator (Collaboration Today). OpenNTF has been active in the IBM community at user groups and Lotusphere / IBM Connect / IBM ConnectED. We will be increasing our visibility and prominence in the coming years.

In May 2009 the new OpenNTF Alliance was established. In 2011 the Alliance was replaced by the newly incorporated OpenNTF, which is registered as a non-profit trade organization, as set out in section 501 (c)(4) of US Internal Revenue Code.

**MWLUG 2016 Logistics and Quick Guide**

**FOR ALL EVENTS AND FOOD YOU MUST HAVE YOUR CONFERENCE BADGE OR EVENTS BADGE**

**Opening General Session Music Performance**

Kevin Chin and Melissa Ndettemi - Ballroom ABC - 8:15 AM to 9:00 AM

**Food**

**Wednesday, August 17, 2016**
- Exhibitor Showcase Reception with drinks and hors d'oeuvres at the Ballroom ABC

**Thursday, August 18, 2016**
- Breakfast and Lunch at Ballroom ABC

**Friday, August 19, 2016**
- Breakfast and Lunch at Ballroom ABC

**Events**

**Tuesday, August 16, 2016**
- Alamo/San Antonio Trip, bus boarding starts at 1:00 PM. You must register separately online for this event.

**Wednesday, August 17, 2016**
- IBM Design Center Tour, bus boarding starts at 8:00 AM, one bus will make a number of trips back and forward last bus leaves the IBM Design Center at 12:00 PM. You must register separately online for this event.

**Thursday, August 18, 2016**
- Zilker Brewing Company, bus boarding starts at 6:30 AM, one bus will make a number of trips back and forward last bus leaves Zilker Brewing Company at 9:30 PM. Beer is sponsored by OpenNTF